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4:- Inflight Dialogue (Blair)
i:-NAMES
Cobra,Flint,Maniac,Vagabond,Vaquero all said in two styles
1:-calm
2:-in battle (angry & scared)

ii:-ORDERS
1a:-Attack my target
1b:-Fire on my target
2a:-Break and attack
2b:-Break and open fire
3a:-Form on my wing immediately
3b:-Pull in on my wing
4a:-Help me out here
4b:-I need assistance now !
5a:-What's your status
5b:-How much damage have you taken
6a:-Maintain radio silence
6b:-Maintain Comm Silence
6c:-Keep quiet, Stay off the comms
7a:-Need clearance TCS Victory.
7b:-I need clearance to land

8a:-Return to base
8b:-Head back to the victory

iii:-TAUNTS
0:-I hate easy targets
1:-You're going home in a box
2:-Don't they teach you critters how to fly ?
3:-Prepare to die !
4:-Say goodnight Kitty !
5:-Come on you flea bitten hunk of fur, take it like a man.
6:-Geez, at least pretend like you know how to fly.
7:-Let's kick some tail.
8:-Let's fry some whiskers
9:-Can't fly... Must die..
10:-You've messed with the best, now die like the rest.
11:-It's your time to get nuetered kitty
12:-You're asking for it Garfield !
13:-Nothing worse than a cocky kitty
14:-There's more than one way to skin a cat
15:-oohh You're gonna wish you were home in your kitty box
16:-Time to see your vet kitty.

5:- Inflight Dialogue(Cobra,Flint,Maniac,Vagabond,Vaquero)
Vaquero
840-"You're shooting the wrong GUY" (vato replaced)
Vagabond
Does not deviate from his script.
Maniac
Is a real deviant. He consistently added whoops and "ha's" and
"woah's", I've only listed the script changes as it would be useless to
try to imitate and probably wouldn't sound right in another language.
715-"WELL help me out ace" (extra word)
718-"YOU need a hand colonel" (extra word)
725-"AW SCREW 'em aaalll" (extra word and FUCK replaced)
729-"THE hell with this, Lets head home"(extra word)
730-"Say your prayers ace 'cause maniac IS taking you out" (not
maniac's)

748-"HEY HOW YOU GUYS DOIN ? I'm death on wings" - (extra
words)
Flash
619-"AHH, look AT what I see" (extra words)
626-"HEY try backin' me up grandpa" (extra words)
630-"Chalk up another one for THE flash MAN" (extra words)
634-"I knew this was going to happEN" (finished sayin happen)
639-"LOOK, let's cut our losses while we can"(extra word)
642-"HEY help like that I don't need" (extra word)
644-"you ARE pissing me off" (not YOU'RE)
650-"LISTEN nothin's knockin me out of the sky" - (extra word)
653-"watch out for yourself" (YOU ommitted)
Flint
674-"WOO ! one less Kilrathi" (extra whoop !)
676-"HAH! You really nailed him" (extra hah !)
677-"THERE'S one for the LOG sir" (extra words)
678-"I never got to tell you COLONEL" (finishes saying colonel)
680-"Nail every last one of 'em colonel for my brother and FOR me"
(extra word)
703-"all growl AND no action" (extra word)
Cobra
576-"There's the ENEMY" (BASTARDS replaced)
581-"Get this furball off my TAIL"(ASS replaced)
585-"yeah, got the son of a GUN" (BITCH replaced)
593-"I need to retreat" (DAMN omitted)
603-"I'm JUST fine sir" (extra word)

